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PRAIRIE SCHOOL ARCHITECTURE
IN PITTSBURGH
byMartin Aurand

ITTSBURGH, A CITYneither East Coast
nor Midwest, has received architectural
inspiration from all sides. Mostly ithas
come from the East, witharchitects and
influences from Philadelphia, Boston,

and New York taking the lead. 1 The influence of the
Midwest, too, however, has been long-standing but less
well-acknowledged. 2 This stew of influences had a
particularly profound effect upon the city's built envi-
ronment at the turn of the century, as Pittsburgh sought
to grow into its new identity as a major industrial city.

The general populace remained substantially ill-
served by architects and architecture throughout this
period. But the burgeoning city demanded new or
expanded public facilities and institutions. Business and
industry required new species ofcommercial and
industrial buildings. And nouveau-riche industrialists,

upper-level managers, and a growing middle class
eagerly sought the degree of architectural display and
comfort that their respective economic status afforded
them in their homes, and increasingly, intheir apart-
ments. These new-found needs signaled new-found
opportunities for architects.

The architecture of turn-of-the-century Pittsburgh
had moments of clarity and invention; but mostly itwas
a rather ponderous and conservative affair, based on the
proliferation of established manners and revival styles.
H.H. Richardson (of Boston), the preeminent figure in
late nineteenth-century American architecture, had the
genius tobring allof these qualities together inhis
"Richardsonian Romanesque" Allegheny County

MartinAurand is Architecture Librarian at Carnegie Mellon University and Archivist of
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HGeorge Grant Elmslie,
Millar house, Bellevue, Pa.,
front elevation.

2^Millarhouse, planter.



Courthouse and Jail, completed in 1888. Thisbuilding set the tone

for much subsequent work inPittsburgh, designed after Richard-
son's manner, though not allof itwas equally inspired. Intime,

Richardson's work here and elsewhere, including two seminal

projects inChicago, gave rise to a new American architecture by

laying a foundation for the progressive architectural movements

that emerged inChicago in the early years of the new century. 3

The progressive American architectural movements appeared

as part ofan international reaction against the prevailing revival
styles of nineteenth-century architecture and inquest of contem-

porary architectural expression. They offered the opportunity to

develop free and ahistorical approaches to design. What was

commonly disciplined by cultural associations and stylistic canons

could become more neutral incontent, more freely composed,

and a field forpersonal expression. Most of the progressive
movements attained a degree of success and notoriety; but all
remained apart from the architectural mainstream and were

ultimately short-lived. Still,their impact on the contemporary art

world was extraordinary: by challenging the establishment and
unleashing pent-up creativity, they set the stage for the more

radical Modernism that followed.
The progressive movements included the English Arts and

Crafts Movement in the British Isles; Art Nouveau, the Viennese

Secession, and Jugendstil on the European continent; and the
Shingle Style, the Chicago School, and the Prairie School inthe
United States. The last two were centered inChicago, where there

were two key progressive figures: Louis Sullivan (1856-1924) and
Frank Lloyd Wright (1867-1959). Sullivan was the leader of the
Chicago School, which focused on tallcommercial buildings. He

was the spiritual leader of the Prairie School as well,and after
1900, can be counted as one of its practitioners. Wright, who
received most of his traininginSullivan's office, was the progenitor
of thePrairie School.

3-A.Kiehnel and Elliott,

Stengel house, 4136 Bigelow

Blvd.

<*\u25ba Kiehnel and Elliott,First

National Bank of Pitcairn,

Second Street and Center
Avenue, Pitcairn.

5 \u25bcFrank Lloyd Wright, Heller

House (Chicago).

Prairie School architecture was largely an architecture of
horizontal lines, as applied to the disposition of a mass or masses,

long and low overhanging roofs, bands of windows, the continuity

of lines and materials, the integration of outdoor and transitional

spaces withindoor spaces, and the open planning of interior

environments inorder to maximize the flow of space. Short
vertical elements appeared throughout to connect and accent the
prevailing horizontal lines and spaces. Ornamentation appeared as

abstract geometric detailing, often inspired by plants or other
naturalistic sources. IrvingK. Pond, a figure at the periphery of
both the Chicago School and the Prairie School, described the
latter: "Inimitationof a certain broad and horizontal disposition of

lines individually employed, a school of design has sprung up, for

which the authors claim the title American.' The horizontal lines

of the new expression appeal tothe disciples of this school as

echoing the spirit of the prairies of the great Middle West, which
to them embodies the essence of democracy." 4

This architectural genre was variously called 'American," or

the "New Movement," or was considered tobe a subset of the

Chicago School until the term Prairie School, probably coined by
Wright himself, caught on. Inpractice, this term has commonly

been used to refer to a broader range ofprogressive work than the

6 Pittsburgh History, Spring 1995



above definitions might suggest, encompassing certain work by
Wright and others that did not strictly follow their ownnew rules,

and by other figures, such as George W. Maher, who readily
incorporated influences from various progressive European

movements into their midwestern architecture. 5 The Prairie

School flourished from about 1900 to World War I,peaking in

about 1914. Subsequently, ithas assumed enormous national and
international significance. Sullivan and Wright are now esteemed
tobe among the most important architects of alltime

—
witness

the hoopla over the Frank Lloyd Wright exhibition in1994 at the
Museum of Modern ArtinNew York City.Their buildings, and
those of lesser Prairie School architects, are widely studied and
highly prized.

Born inthe Midwest, the Prairie School focused initially on

the suburbs of Chicago, then spread throughout Illinois,Minneso-
ta, Wisconsin, Iowa

— and even to Pittsburgh. Ageneration after

Richardson, the Prairie School made an impact here, albeit one

less widely felt than Richardson's. Pittsburgh, then as now, provid-

ed only limited incentive for new architectural thinking. Neverthe-
less, one Prairie School architect from Chicago designed for
Pittsburgh. 6 Others exhibited their work here. And a couple of
early twentieth-century Pittsburgh architects emulated their
progressive midwestern brethren inselected projects. That

Pittsburgh received some of the fruits of Prairie School influence

was and is salubrious. The buildings that resulted were out of the
ordinary, and most of them remain as intriguing elements in our

streetscapes today.

George Grant Elmslie and the MillarHouse

The
one key Prairie School architect who built inPittsburgh

was George Grant Elmslie (1871-1952). Elmslie worked for
Sullivan from 1898 to 1909, designing much of Sullivan's

7 Prairie School Architecture inPittsburgh



residential work, and later partnered with William Gray Purcell to

design Prairie School work throughout the Midwest. Ithas been
said of Purcell and Elmslie that, "except for Wright, no Prairie
School architect could compete with the quality and variety of
their work."7 In 1907, while stillserving as chief draftsman in
Sullivan's office,Elmslie designed the W. G. A.Millarhouse near
Pittsburgh. 8

The Millar house (see photograph 1) was commissioned by
Elmslie's sister Louise and his brother-in-law, an executive for the
American Bridge Co. The Millars clearly chose Elmslie more by
reason offamilial relationship than design philosophy. Inhis
dissertation on Purcell and Elmslie, David Gebhard says that the
personality and desires of the client prevented the fullexpression
of Elmslie's Prairie School design sensibilities in this project,
specifically noting the house's lack ofintegration withits site.9It
was a squarish high-shouldered brickhouse, generally of a sort

common to its time and place, raised awkwardly on a narrow
elevated lot on Orchard Avenue, just outside of Bellevue. Now
demolished, the house is known primarily from details pictured in
the January 1913 Western Architect, and from twodrawings —

a
front elevation and a first-floor plan.10 Acomparison of the
drawings and the Western Architect photographs reveals that the
form of the porch was changed during construction. As built,

Elmslie's distinctive contributions to the exterior encompassed
terra-cotta urns and porch-column capitals, all with the Sulliv-
anesque ornamentation (photo 2) that was characteristic of
Elmslie's mentor, and the geometric art glass typical of the Prairie
School.

Elmslie and the Prairie School held somewhat greater sway in
the interior. There are similarities inthe disposition of the major
spaces to the plan of the Charnley house (1891), which Wright
largely designed while both he and Elmslie worked inthe Sullivan
office. At the Charnley house the long side of the plan corresponds
to the front of the house. At the Millarhouse, however, Elmslie

:\u25a0\u25a0>\u25a0
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was constrained by the nature of the building lot and aligned the
long side of the plan with the side of the lot. The main entrance,

then, was placed on the side of the house, and the plan was

unexpectedly oriented perpendicular to the axis established by the
front elevation. The large rectangular livingroom, wide openings
between spaces, and the general openness of the plan belied the
compressed expression of the facade. Elmslie also designed some
furniture for the Millarhouse, as well as window drapes stenciled
with polychrome Sullivanesque ornamentation. But ultimately, the
house's realization ofprogressive ideals was limited and compro-
mised. 11

Richard Kiehnel and the Pittsburgh Architectural
Club Exhibitions

Bne Pittsburgh firm,Kiehnel and Elliott,completed a
• \u25a0 substantial body of early twentieth century work ina

V Prairie School manner. Richard Kiehnel (1870-1944) was
the dominant partner. Born inGermany, Kiehnel received architec-
tural training at the University of Breslau, emigrated to America,

worked in the midwestern offices of the Egan &Prindeville firmin
Chicago and Milton Dyer inCleveland, and then for Frederick J.
Osterling and John M. Elliott inPittsburgh, before becoming
Elliott's partner in1906. The partnership continued until 1928, but
in 1917 Kiehnel received the commission for "Eljardin," the winter
home ofJohn Bindely, president of the Pittsburgh Steel Co., and
thereafter Kiehnel's efforts were focused insouthern Florida.
There he achieved renown as a designer in the Mediterranean
Revival and ArtDeco styles, and served as president and editor of
the journal Florida Architecture and AlliedArts from 1935 to 1942. 12

InPittsburgh, Kiehnel was a key figure in the Pittsburgh
Chapter of the American Institute of Architects and the Pittsburgh
Architectural Club. That club, like those inother American cities,

was formed to encourage the interchange of ideas among archi-
tects and to foster the development of their design skills. One
vehicle for furthering this agenda was the public exhibition, which
also served to bring public attention to the architects and their
work. The Pittsburgh Architectural Club sponsored public
exhibitions starting in1900, and published 11exhibition catalogs
between 1900 and 1916. These exhibitions often included work
obtained from other architectural clubs and sometimes from
international sources as well. The introduction to the inaugural
1900 catalog notes that the exhibition "gives us an opportunity to

compare the work ofour locality with that of others; to note our
tendencies, whether for good or bad, as compared with theirs, and
to gain inspiration for new and better endeavor..." 13

Kiehnel played a key role inorganizing the club's exhibitions,

and in1907 he was chairman of the exhibition committee for a
major international exhibition,the largest architectural exhibition
held inthe United States up to that time.The exhibition included
an abundance of progressive work and was likely the first exhibi-
tion inPittsburgh to feature work by Louis Sullivan and Frank
Lloyd Wright, the latter exhibiting 12 items. Also featured were
works by Dwight Perkins and George W Maher of Chicago, as
well as Englishman C. R. Ashbee, Charles Rennie Mackintosh of
Scotland, and a group ofGerman progressives. 14

6 \u25baKiehnel and Elliott,Engine

House No. 38, Lemington

Avenue and Missouri Street.

7A.George W. Maher, Rubens
House (Glencoe, III.),

perspective rendering.
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Reviewing the exhibition for the American Architect, G. B.Ford this exhibit we feel a certain responsibility devolving on us to

choose wiselyand to endeavor toprofit by this study inour own
wrote:

The section that distinguishes this exhibition fromallprevious
architectural exhibitions inAmerica [is]a section devoted to the

so-called "Modern Movement" or "New Movement." For the

first time we have a real opportunity to study and compare side

byside the various attempts ofAmerican architecture to assert

itself as something virile,forceful, witha power to think and act

for itself, not as a servile adaptor of the heritage ofprevious
civilizations, as a mind whichhas something to say and says it,

design..." 15

For the next exhibit in1910, Kiehnel was chairman of the
"selection and hanging committee." This time, exhibitors from

Chicago included Perkins, Maher, Walter Burley Griffin, and the
firms ofTallmadge and Watson, and Pond and Pond. Thereafter,

Kiehnel served on various committees and edited the exhibition
catalogs until the last major exhibition in1916. In 1911, Chicago's
Sullivan, Maher, and Robert Spencer exhibited; in1912, itwas

2n6 not 28 2 mele Mlmic of tke i6e28 c)t ainerz, Sullivan, ivianer,anu i^oueiioucncci cAiiiuiinj, i^i^.,it »"j

1^1 sand not as a mere mimic of the ideas of others.
°"

J;
Ford conjectured about a new American architecture devel- Sullivan, Perkins, Maher, Griffin, Tallmadge and Watson, and H. V,

oped from workby Sullivan, the father of the movement; Wright, VonHoist; and in1913, Pittsburghers again saw works by Perkins,

whom he highly praised and extensively illustrated; and Perkins Griffin,Spencer, Tallmadge and Watson, and Frank Lloyd Wright.

and Maher, among others, and added, "And so as we walk about The 1913 exhibition was also reviewed in the American

—
•.- . '—

'»__«>«^ immm .,„,
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Architect, this timeby Pittsburgh architect Edward B.Lee, then
president of the Pittsburgh Architectural Club. Lee wrote, from
the perspective of a Pittsburgher:!

Itwouldappear that the Western men, and particularly a
group of architects fromChicago, are showing the greatest
amount of originalityand invention in the introduction of
new motives and original features ofdesign. These examples,
together with a considerable contribution of worksalong the
lines of the so-called "new movement" froma group of
Pittsburgh men, are strong features ofthe exhibition.16

Lee's remarks suggest that Pittsburgh architects were taking
notice of the new work from the Midwest. His mention ofPitts-
burgh men was clearly meant to refer to Kiehnel and Elliott,
whose Central Turnverein (8)project was prominently illustrated

i

4

on the followingpage of the American Architect. Richard Kiehnel
had infact realized the significance of the new progressive work,

and was inturn influenced by it,taking the club's intent and Ford's
advice to heart, gaining "inspiration for new and better endeavor"
and profiting inhis own design from the exhibition that he had
himself assembled.

Shortly after the 1907 exhibition,Kiehnel and Elliott's previ-
ously eclectic manner turned to one instep with the "new move-
ment."17 The firm's clients may have openly supported what they
perceived to be modern orup-to-date, or may have inadvertently
abetted the architect by commissioning work based on the firm's
previous track record inother styles. For the public projects in
general, and public school projects inparticular, however, it seems
probable that Kiehnel and Elliott were chosen largely because their
number came up. This sort of work was rather broadly distributed
among established and capable Pittsburgh architects, and the
choice ofKiehnel and Elliott likely rested more on itbeing "their
turn" than on the particular stylistic character of their current
work.Inpart for this reason, these projects provided good oppor-
tunities for experimentation.

Whatever the levelof outside encouragement, Kiehnel found
sufficient impetus inhis ownnew principles of design to complete
a series of projects influenced by the Prairie School. This work was
itself exhibited at Pittsburgh Architectural Club exhibitions
between 1910 and 1916, as noted by Lee, and was often illustrated
inthe exhibition catalogs. Here appeared allof the firm's known
Pittsburgh-area projects completed ina Prairie School manner. 18

84 Kiehnel and Elliott, Central
Turnverein, O'Hara and
Thackeray streets.

9a Frank Lloyd Wright, City

National Bank Building and Hotel
(Mason City, Iowa).
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13 Prairie School Architecture in Pittsburgh

The Prairie School Work of Kiehnel and Elliott
iehnel and Elliott's Stengel house (1913; exhibited 1915),

inOakland's Schenley Farms neighborhood (3), was
JL Jk^ designed for George H.Stengel, a trust officer with the
Commonwealth Trust Co. of Pittsburgh and a former Register of
Wills and Clerk of the Orphans' Court of Allegheny County. The
Stengel house is in some respects comparable withElmslie's Millar
house since both houses are essentially reworkings of standard
Pittsburgh house types, and both are simple and box-like masses
devoid of traditional historical references. The Stengel house,
however, edges closer to Prairie School sensibility inboth compo-
sitionand detailing. Here there is a raised third story under a
shallow hip roof, instead of the steep roof with dormers at the
Millarhouse. This upper story is demarcated by a band, or belt
course, of ArtNouveau ornamentation around the building. Many
details throughout recall Wright, especially the art-glass windows,

an elaborated surround of a central second-story window, and
ornamental panels between paired second-story windows. These
panels, comprised of chevrons and other geometric details, are
reminiscent ofpanels on the exterior of Wright's LarkinBuilding
(1903) inBuffalo.

The Stengel house interior is a rich mixture of Arts and Crafts,
Prairie School, and specifically Wrightian flavors. The livingroom
has aninglenook and fireplace witha tile surround, while the
dining room has a fireplace with a brass hood. There is extensive
woodwork throughout these two rooms and the adjoining stair
hall, including pier-like columns with caps composed ofcomplicat-
ed patterns of built-up squares and rectangles. The layout of rooms
is similar to that of the Millar house, and the central stair hall has
spacious openings to the adjacent rooms. The plan is compressed,
however, by the house's squarish footprint, and lacks the full
extent of open planning as practiced by the Prairie School.

Kiehnel and Elliott designed their First National Bank of
Pitcairn (c. 1910; exhibited 1913) in the Pittsburgh suburb of
Pitcairn (4) shortly after Louis Sullivan began his famous series of
Prairie School banks. Sullivan's banks were designed for eight
small towns inMinnesota, Iowa, Indiana, Ohio, and Wisconsin
between 1907 and 1919. Twoof them were exhibited at the 1910
and 1911 Pittsburgh Architectural Club exhibitions. Wright, and
Purcell and Elmslie also designed banks, and the small-town bank
became the most common Prairie School building type aside from
the house. 19

Kiehnel and Elliott's bank has a first-floor banking room and
apartments on the upper floors. Itsbuff-brick form is simulta-
neously horizontal and upright. Abroad horizontal mass com-
posed of layers stacked one atop the other is articulated and
elongated by belt courses and overhanging eaves. The main
facade, however, is composed of a vertical sequence of fenestra-
tion: a group of three round-arched openings linked by columns
on the first story, a grouping of three windows on the second
story, a band of windows separated by squat piers at the third
story, and a dormer at the roof. The building's layered massing and
the fenestration of this facade loosely recall Wright's early-Prairie
School Heller house (1896) inChicago (5). Itis almost as if
Wright's facade has been turned upside-down. The fenestration

sequence of the bank's facade is repeated and played out over the
building's longer side elevation, where intricate metalwork
balconies add to the building's compositional complexity and its
domestic feeling. 20

The bank also has unconventional detailing. Geometric
woodwork trim and art-glass windows are Wrightian. Exterior
piers and columns are capped withflat but blocky assemblages of
squares and rectangles. Some of this detailing may be derived from
a "detail of[an] entrance

"
to the Home for Self-Supporting

Women inChicago, which was exhibited by Pond and Pond in the
1910 Pittsburgh Architectural Club exhibition.21 Interior columns
have more ornate capitals. Inside and out, roses are unexpectedly
centered on each column: roses that are closely related to the
decorative motifs of the progressive Scottish architect Charles
Rennie Mackintosh. 22

Engine House #38 (1908-09; exhibited 1913) inthe Lemington
section of the city (6) is related to the Pitcairn bank inits upright
forms and fenestration patterns. Its crisp massing, planar brown-
brick surfaces, insistent bands of windows, and flat roof give itan

especially progressive appearance. More tentative, however, are
the numerous round-arched openings of the first story, and the
unabstracted floral ornamentation of a belt course that doubles as
a cornice. The massing is broken by a canted bay that broadens
the rear portion of the building and an unusual hose-drying tower

that marks the juncture of the building's front and rear sections.
The tower has a stucco surface above the lowest level, a band

of windows at the top, and a steep gabled roof sandwiched
between two higher parapet walls. This arrangement of gable and
parapet walls was replicated inpart as the chimney tower that
marks the livingroom inglenook and fireplace at the Stengel

d"^

104 Central Turnverein, entrance detail.

11a. Kiehnel and Elliott,City of

Pittsburgh Tuberculosis Hospital, Leech

Farm Road.
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house. This gable withparapets motif may have European sources,

but similar configurations can be found inwork by George W.
Maher, specifically the bizarre and not-very-Prairie-School Rubens
house inGlencoe, 111. (c. 1903) where the motif is repeated ad

infinitum (7). A rendering and photographs of this house were

exhibited at the 1907 Pittsburgh Architectural Club exhibition.23

The commission for the Central Turnverein of Pittsburgh
(1911; exhibited 1911 and 19 13)in the Oakland district may have
been linked to Kiehnel's German heritage (8). There is nothing
Germanic about the building, however, as itfully embraces the
horizontality of the Prairie School. It is a low two-story buff-brick
mass under a nearly flat hip roof. The upper story, again set offby
a horizontal division, is composed as a frieze and elaborately
detailed withan ornamental grid of blocky geometric fragments.
Asimilar pattern originally lined the face of the eaves but has since

been removed. Ornament is also focused in the elaborated
surround of the main entry, which has Wrightian art-glass panels
(10). The building's horizontal massing, delineation of a talllower

story and compressed upper story, and blocky ornamentation

loosely recall Wright's City National Bank Building and Hotel (9)

inMason City, Iowa (1909). Itnow serves as the University of
Pittsburgh's faculty club.

The Cityof Pittsburgh Tuberculosis Hospital (11) at Leech
Farm (1913-14; exhibited 1914), nowpart of the Pittsburgh Job
Corps Center on the hillabove Washington and Allegheny River
boulevards, isa complex of multiple hipped-roof wings and
buildings deployed ina manner that was common inlarge
institutional complexes of the time, such as the Carnegie Institute

of Technology (now Carnegie Mellon University). Men's and
women's wards inmirror-image wings flank a central core of
administration and service pavilions, and there are two free-
standing structures

—
the so-called men's and womens lean-to

buildings —
that overlook the Allegheny River.Built wholly of

buff brick, the buildings have extensive terra-cotta ornamentation

that echoes the Pond and Pond-inspired detailing used at the
Pitcairn Bank. This detailing is focused on the caps of the piers

"
'\u25a0
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that divide walls intobays, define groups of windows, and support

porches.
Purposefully located on a hilltop site above the smoky city,

these facilities were designed for maximum exposure to fresh air,

then favored as a treatment for tuberculosis. The wards have open
two-story porches on each side, topped withglass roofs. The lean-
tobuildings have open porches on stone podiums and large
internal sleeping porches. Allporches front onbroad expanses of
triple-hung windows that can be opened to expose the buildings'
interiors to the open air. The lean-to buildings are particularly
Prairie School inaspect due to the horizontality of their overhang-
ingroofs and broad bands of openings. Here the Prairie School
principle of the integration ofarchitecture and environment
coincided with the program requirements of the institutional
client.24

The Greenfield School (1916-1922, exhibited 1916), just off of
Greenfield Avenue, was designed shortly before Richard Kiehnel
departed for Florida, and was Kiehnel and Elliott's last and most

assured work ina Prairie School manner (12). Drawings of
Greenfield School were completed intime tobe shown at the 1916

Pittsburgh Architectural Club exhibition, where there was a special
emphasis on school architecture; but the building was not actually
builtuntil a few years later. Horizontality dominates the composi-
tiondespite a persistent rhythm ofbroad and narrow vertical piers.

Inthis, Greenfield School is reminiscent of CarlSchurz High
School (13) inChicago (1909), exhibited inPittsburgh inboth 1907

and 1912 by Dwight Perkins, an architect who was noted for
adapting Prairie School sensibilities for progressive educational
buildings. 25 Greenfield School's exterior is constructed ofbrown
tapestry brick highlighted by extensive terra-cotta detailing.
Tapestry brick was praised and promoted by Louis Sullivan late in

his career when he used the brick innearly allof his small mid-
western bank buildings. 26 Itsmultiple hues and richly textured
surface achieve an effect not unlike a tapestry, though the brick-
work at Greenfield School has been damaged, diminishing the
effect. Terra-cotta ornamentation on the exterior piers is very
similar to that on the piers ofFrank Lloyd Wright's UnityTemple
inOak Park, 111. (1904): complex geometric configurations of
rectangles arranged intiers and projecting from either side of a

central spine — like the edges of a square-punched sheet of paper
ripped from a spiral-bound notebook. Inside, inthe central stair
hall,piers are capped witha species of more naturalistic ornamen-

tation withleaves branching to either side of a thin central spine. 27

This latter motif may have been derived from Wright's preliminary
design for UnityTemple inwhich the pier detailing differed from

that which was finally executed. A rendering of this early version

of Unity Temple had been displayed inthe Pittsburgh Architectural
Club Exhibition of 1907. 28

As Prairie School architects, Kiehnel and Elliott divided their

buildings horizontally and banded together groups of windows
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12^Kiehnel and Elliott,

Greenfield School, Alger

Street near Greenfield

Avenue.

13 \u25b2 Dwight Perkins, Carl

Schurz High School
(Chicago), perspective
rendering.
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broken only by squarish piers; they also used numerous round-
arched openings, which are more common to turn-of-the-century
Pittsburgh than to the Prairie School. They used Wrightian
detailing extensively, but also turned to peripheral Prairie School
figures like Pond and Pond, and introduced additional elements

—
some individualistic,and some fromprogressive European
sources. In sum, they formulated their owndistinct Prairie School
manner.

When Richard Kiehnel was called away to other locales and
architectural styles, the local office failed to follow through with
progressive work, and its Prairie School period came to a sudden
halt. Meanwhile, another Pittsburgh architect had been giving the
Prairie School a look.

Frederick G. Scheibler, Jr. and Highland Towers
iPBjredenck G. Scheibler, Jr. (1872-1958) was the only Pittsburgh

1-^ architect to make a career of progressive work.29 He was
B largely inspired by the progressive European movements or

the new century, which he learned about through foreign books
and magazines. His Old Heidelberg apartment building (1905) on

Braddock Avenue inthe city's Park Place neighborhood, for
instance, was modeled after a house design by Secessionist

architect Joseph Maria Olbrich that was published ina portfolio of
Olbrich's work.30 Scheibler seemed to understand the significance
of the progressive American activity as well,however. The Old
Heidelberg, for instance, was published for both European and
middle-American audiences

— in the Viennese journalDerArkitect
and inthe American journal The Western Architect,published in
Minneapolis. Only rarely, however, was Scheibler's work influ-
enced by the Prairie School or other American movements.

Scheibler's Matthews store building (1902) was the first
indication that Scheibler was aware ofprogressive architectural
currents in the United States, and was one of the earliest indicators
of new ideas inhis work. Here, the open treatment of the facade
directly reflected the achievements of the Chicago School with
commercial architecture and specifically recalled Louis Sullivan's
Gage Building facade (1898-1899) inChicago. Later, Scheibler's
McLaughlin house (1915) and a series of subsequent houses appear
to have been influenced inpart by the Schultz house (1907) in
Kenilworth, 111., by Chicago architect George W.Maher. 31 The
Schultz house had been exhibited at the Pittsburgh Architectural
Club exhibition in1910, and Scheibler, like Kiehnel,profited from
his opportunity to view progressive work. 32

In1913, witha commission for a medium-sized apartment
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building —his forte
—

inhand, Scheibler again looked to the
American Midwest for inspiration. Unlike hisprevious work inthis
genre, the Highland Towers apartment building (14) dispensed
with wooden porches, overhanging eaves, high roofs, and promi-

nent chimneys, traditional symbols of domesticity. Highland
Towers utilizes its fulllot out to the sidewalk, and its raised
basement and four stories ofapartments literally tower overSouth
Highland Avenue inShady side. The building's footprint is U-

shaped (15). Forward portions of the wings are upended brick
boxes that appear as elemental geometric forms, and the virtually
faceless side and rear elevations and the flat roof are severe. The
otherwise blank faces of the wings are broken, however, by large
rectangular cutouts filled with alternating bands of casement

windows and decorative tilepanels. A three-sided court opens up
the building at its center. Here the architectural elevations are

quite open and animated. The building's reinforced concrete

structure is exposed as a stacked series of rounded concrete

columns that frame the glazed outer walls of solaria. Narrow

concrete balconies ring the court intiers. At the rear corners of the

court, squarish stair towers act as hinges between the wings and
the base of the U.The towers' strongly vertical brick masses

project outward from the adjacent walls and extend above the
prevailing roofline,anchoring the building atpoints where the
walls have become mostly glass, and providing counter-weights to

the heavy forward masses of the wings.

Scheibler may have become acquainted withthe work of
Frank Lloyd Wright through Ausgefiirte Bauten und Entwiitfte von

Frank Lloyd Wright, the portfolio of Wright's work published in

Germany in1910, a copy of which could be found inPittsburgh's
Carnegie Library.33 Clearly, Wright's workprovided considerable
inspiration for Highland Towers. Aplate of Wright's Larkin
Building (16), taken from the July 1907 issue of Inland Architect and
News Record, was found among Scheibler's office ephemera years
later and very possibly provided the starting point. Highland
Towers and the Larkin Building share an abrupt siting, a forceful
integration of vertical and horizontal elements, and more specifi-
cally, large and elemental corner masses, a central void fronted by
a low wall,and tall thin verticals within the void.

144 Frederick G. Scheibler, Jr.,
Highland Towers apartment
building, 340 S. Highland Ave.

15a. Highland Towers, plan.

Asecond likelyand more characteristically Prairie School
source for Highland Towers was Wright's McArthur apartment

building (1906) inChicago (17). Both buildings share a U-shaped
arrangement ofbase and wings framing an open court. Wright's
court is much deeper and his wings much longer, but the dimen-
sions of the twoplans are proportionally quite similar; the rear

portion of Wright's court is simply transformed into interior space
inScheibler's plan. Both projects also feature an elevated garden
fronted by a lowwall,window groups inthe wings, shallow
projecting elements along the sides of the court, and an elevation
at the rear of the court withhorizontal bands of windows broken

only by thin supports.

Wright's Francis apartment building (1895) may have been the
source for the disposition of Highland Towers' dualentries at the
rear of its central court. The art glass of Scheibler's solarium doors
has an affinity with the detailing of Wright's Coonley house (1908).

Scheibler's decorative tilework, which was actually adapted from a
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fabric design by German architect Peter Behrens, looks Wrightian.
Highland Towers also incorporates generic Wrightian features like

stone window sills, window boxes, and urn planters.
Despite his dependency on Wright, Scheibler successfully

manipulated hismodels considerably. He simplified many of
Wright's compositional elements, and conversely, added a richness
of external detail that Wright did not demonstrate in any of the
relevant sources (though itis present elsewhere inWright's and in
Sullivan's work).Various shades of tapestry brick provide a richbut
neutral backdrop for a variety of materials, forms, and colors that
are carefully manipulated for aesthetic effect. The brick work acts

as a foil for expanses ofglass, projecting concrete elements, grids
ofblue, pink, and green art glass, and geometric grids of blue
tilework.

The apartment interiors at Highland Towers are not particu-
larly Prairie School indetailing but share the open planning of
Prairie School work.Many rooms are divided one from the other
only by partitions, some with translucent art-glass panels, and
some of three-quarter height.34 Colorfulmurals are painted in
bands along the tops of some of these partitions and on other
interior surfaces. The murals' iconography encompasses dragons,
butterflies, peacocks and other birds, and a varietyof flowers and
foliage including water lilies and bamboo. Both the murals and the
art-glass room dividers are Oriental infeeling. Scheibler was much
taken with the Orient, and, of course, Wright's fascination with
things Oriental is well-known. 35

With its ample affinities to both Wright and Sullivan, High-
land Towers would fitinquite comfortably a few hundred miles
west. Apromotional brochure for Highland Towers does not

specifically address the building's stylistic origins,but does strongly
assert itsmodern virtues:

Inthis splendid apartment, owner, architect and builder have
worked together togive not only the utmost ofmodern
comfort but also that beauty which adds so much to the
enjoyment of a Home. Highland Towers comprise a few select
Homes as attractive in appearance, as satisfying inarrangement
and as perfect inconstruction and equipment as modern art and
science couldmake them.36

The client for Highland Towers, Daniel L.Dillinger, was a
longtime Scheibler client who clearly endorsed Scheibler's progres-
sive manner and its modern expression. The building's Prairie
School sensibility, however, was a bitof a new wrinkle for both of
them. But Highland Towers was also shaped by progressive
European influences inboth its massing and detailing. For
Scheibler, even more than for Kiehnel, the Prairie School was a
momentary, ifsalutary, inspiration.

Pittsburgh's Prairie School Legacy

Ss
the Prairie School gained a foothold in the Midwest, it

claimed a toehold inPittsburgh, beginning withElmslie's
Millarhouse of 1904, anearly solo workinthe career ofan

important American architect. Prairie School influence on the
Pittsburgh architectural scene devolved from Richard Kiehnel's
efforts to propagate progressive ideas through the exhibitions of the
Pittsburgh Architectural Club,beginning with the international

exhibitionof 1907. This influence was reflected inwork by the
firmof Kiehnel and Elliott,as displayed at the same exhibitions.
This work constitutes a significant oeuvre of Prairie School work
outside of the true Midwest, and the Pitcairn bank and the
Greenfield School are interesting additions to the ranks of Prairie
School banks and schools. Altogether, Kiehnel and his firmplayed
a notable role in the diaspora of Prairie School architecture.
Additionally, Scheibler's Highland Towers must be counted as an
important Prairie School work by an important regional architect.

Prairie School activity inPittsburgh lasted a scant 10 years;
the activitypeaked, at about the same time as itpeaked nationally,
withKiehnel and Elliott's latter Prairie School projects and
Scheibler's Highland Towers —

cut short, itseems, by Kiehnel's
relocation to Florida in1917. Nevertheless, two significant
Pittsburgh architects, though they did not exclusively adopt
Prairie School precepts, amply benefited from their exposure to

progressive Prairie School ideas. In so doing they made their own
contribution to a progressive American architecture, and they left
a legacy ofbuildings that comprise an important chapter in
Pittsburgh's architectural heritage —

a chapter deeply rooted in
the American Midwest. Q
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